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Abstract: Changes in the information technology have generated new challenges in the security of nations. In the 

history of warfare, in most of the times, there was an inequality between the fighting parties. The source of this 

inequality could have been economical, technological reasons or just the size of the parties. The modern warfare is 

shifting its focus to the information operations, in which area the parties are using the same weapons: computers. In 

these days, computers in network, the cyberspace is a stage of a constant fight. The international law is in the 

process of working out the legal environment for this fight. The stake is incredibly high; the fight is not only about 

gathering or defending classified information, but defending the critical infrastructures, institutions responsible for 

the safety of homeland security and economics. The presentations today are going to put defending our critical 

infrastructures in perspective of the role of the cyber security and its effect on economic security. 
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INTRODUCTORY THOUGHTS 

In our century, a sort of paradigm change is observed in the field of information warfare. 

Changes in the information technology have generated new challenges in the security of nations. The 

significance of information warfare is best proved by the Esthonian-Russian cyber war taking place in 

2007 or the use of Stuxnet virus for paradigm change against particle acceleration of Natanz putting 

back Iran's uranium enrichment efforts with two years. By using only computer systems the attackers 

may bomb the attacked country back into the “digital stone age” without any conventional warfare 

(Bányász-Orbók 2012).   
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In the cyberspace, a continuous war is taking place with the intention not only to obtain the most 

possible state or industrial secrets but also to probe the vulnerability and weaknesses of the enemy that 

could be effectively used to weaken or even fully destroy the enemy in the case of a potential conflict.  

There is no day without learning about a cyber attack against a state or market operator. During the 

research work made for this article, one of the most significant pieces of news was about an attack 

against a critical infrastructure of the United States of America where only the response to it was 

perhaps even more frightening: the intrusion against the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
2
 . The 

attackers – supposedly Chinese hackers – obtain information on 79 thousand dams. Dams are not only 

major elements of energy production but may even threaten the lives of people by flooding areas if 

control over them is obtained. This is even worsened by the response of USACE to the happenings: 

they notified the persons concerned of the intrusion in e-mails and sent the new ID and password 

(Gertz 2013) in an attached file to create the new security protocol.  

THE CONCEPT OF ECONOMIC SECURITY 

During the period of the bipolar world order, security was basically the primacy of military security, 

however, by now the concept has changed and requires a complex interpretation
3
. An important, or 

perhaps the most important element of this interpretation is economic security
4
. We cannot speak of 

security or economic security if its concept is not interpreted in a complex way. The appearance of 

economic security in national and international relations must be distinguished. In the first approach, 

economic security is the ability of the state to maintain and continue the nation's existence despite all 

external threats and pressures in addition to keeping the state’s sovereignty and independence. In our 

globalised world, maintenance of this is an extremely complex activity since various state and non-

state operators are superimposed on each other and consequently depend on each other to such an 

extent that the termination or reduction of this interdependence is almost impossible
5
. This trend will 

be even more relevant as a result of the intensification of interdependence in the world economy in the 

future. 

Vulnerability to the increased external dependence and external impacts will further complicate the 

determination of the actual content of economic security. Though integration offers the possibility of 

the increase of economic efficiency the interdependence and the appearance of factors threatening the 

economic security of certain national economies are unavoidable. As the global financial crisis in 2007 

proved, that kind of superimposition of the economies will collapse the economies of other nations in a 

domino effect.  

In our article we intend to present neuralgic points (legal environment, protection of critical 

infrastructures and cyber attacks against them) that are relevant in the study of correlations between 

cyber security and economic security. 
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THE CYBER WAR AND THE LAW 

The attacks are multilayer ones: they target the suppliers
6
, employees in administration

7
, critical 

infrastructures
8
. The purpose of our study is to increase scientific discussion on the topic and to 

emphasise the importance of strengthening cyber protection abilities
9
. 

Though threats from the cyberspace are real risks there are still often deficiencies found in the cyber 

protection capabilities of certain states. Even in Hungary, several authors call the attention to the risks 

present in this field. These include study "Digitális Mohács- egy kibertechnikai forgatókönyv 

Magyarország ellen" (Digital Mohács and a Cyber Technical Scenario against Hungary) by László 

Kovács and Csaba Krasznay in which the authors used only open-source intelligence to evolve how 

attackers could immobilise Hungarian critical infrastructures in a well-organised information operation 

(Kovács-Krasznay 2010). However, to be able to use proper responses to the arising threats the 

decision-makers must know the risks and this is why awareness of the importance of the complex 

interpretation of critical infrastructures is required (Horváth 2010).  

On 19 July 2012, Barack Obama, President of the United States of America submitted the 

Cybersecurity Bill to the Senate which started giving the highest priority to the long debated issue of 

the demand on proper response to cyber attacks increasing at an incredible rate
10

. Pentagon has been 

working on rules planned to be published by the autumn of 2013 and to be introduced in the next year 

that will provide security standards for privately owned public utilities and other public utilities of vital 

importance but supported by the Army. The Department of Defence has been urging legislation for a 

long time as a guide must be worked out for the government and business operators to reduce 

cyberspace threats. Though many are averse to the possibility of ruling from a central computer more 

and more owners of critical infrastructures have asked the Government to work out uniform rules 

(Sternstein 2013). Considering that on the basis of the report made by the Department of Homeland 

Security of the United States 198 attacks were made against industrial control systems in 2012 efforts 

made to establish a stringent regulation are more than reasonable (Wire 2013). At this point we must 

note that in response to the rapidly increasing number of attacks a market based on the security 

demands of certain industries has been gradually growing, and for example in the oil and gas industry 

specialised companies achieved incomes amounting to 18.31 billion dollars which amount is expected 

to increase to 31.37 billion dollars by 2021 (Net Security 2013).  

But not only did the U.S. recognise the risks. Troels Oerting Assistant Director of Europol has 

pointed out that the European governments must be ready to manage attacks causing damages of 

several billions of Euros (The Information Daily 2012). Symantec has been yearly studying the current 

trends of cybercrime to give an overall picture of the effects of cybercrime on consumers and of the 

security consequences of the development and application of new technologies. The result of the 

survey for 2012 is alarming: cybercrime has 18 victims per second, i.e. one and half million victims at 
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international level. Breaking down the financial loss to individual level the average damage caused to a 

user is ca. 197 dollars (Symantec 2012).  

In February 2013, the European Commission published its cyber security strategy “EU Cyber 

security plan to protect open internet and online freedom and opportunity” specifying five priorities: 

 Achieving cyber resilience  

 Drastically reducing cybercrime 

 Developing cyber defence policy and capabilities related to the Common Security and 

Defence Policy (CSDP) 

 Developing the industrial and technological resources for cyber-security  

 Establishing a coherent international cyberspace policy for the European Union and 

promoting core EU values” (EC Communication 2013). 

The communication gives a list of several statistical figures to emphasise the importance of the 

establishment of common cyber defence capabilities since attacks are severe security and economic 

challenges and only common actions can properly manage them. According to experts, there is a 10% 

chance of the collapse of the critical infrastructure in this decade that may cause economic damages 

amounting to 250 billion dollars. Fortunately, Hungary does not lag behind and was one of the first 

countries to establish a uniform legal background for threats from the cyberspace with the adoption of 

bill on "the electronic information security of state and local government bodies” by the Parliament in 

April 2013. The law provides for the setting up of a governmental body reacting rapidly, for the survey 

of critical infrastructures and according to the law a military cyber defence task force (to be newly 

established) will be also involved in the protection (Act L of 2013). 

We should not study the subjects of legislation only by establishing norms for the protection of 

infrastructures of vital importance. The Russian-Estonian cyber war of 2007 has called the attention to 

the deficiencies in regulations on cyber attacks in the international law. In the cyber war, a NATO 

member state was attached which is interpreted as an attack against NATO itself on the basis of the 

principle of collective defence in accordance with Article 5 of the alliance. So NATO interpreted the 

happenings as a non-military attack, not accidentally. Today more and more people state that cyber 

attacks are acts of war and based on this they have a right to self-defence. One of them is Harold Koh 

Legal Adviser of the U.S. Department of State (Nakashima 2012) or Tony Blair’s former National 

Security Advisor, Sir Richard Mottram (Wheeler 2011), and the so-called Tallinn Manual 2013 has 

been drawn by international experts at the request of NATO to serve
 
as a recommendation as to the 

international legal principles based on which cyber warfare should be regulated. The manual tries to 

interpret the online war on the basis of the principles of classical warfare, following the Geneva and 

Hague conventions, and is declared to protect civilians. Consequently, it prohibits attacks against 

hospitals, water and nuclear power-plants. Attacks causing death or particularly great damages are 

considered acts of war which serve as a basis for exercising the right of response with conventional 

means, and hackers making the attack are interpreted not as civilians but as soldiers. However, it is 

important to note that it is extremely difficult to prove who the attackers were. As the above Russian-

Estonian cyber war or the case of Stuxnet has also shown that despite the fact that the attackers were 

known no definite evidences were available to confirm the Russian or the American-Israeli 

involvement. But based on the specification of cases considered acts of war in the Tallinn Manual the 

right of self-defence may be exercised in both cases (particularly if there is an attack resulting in great 

damages or made against a nuclear power-plant). 

In the summer of 2012, the U.S. and China started bilateral negotiations intended to restrict online 

attacks, implement better communications and reduce third party related risks (Lemos 2012). But we 

should not have an illusion; there is a large-scale cyber war between these two countries behind the 

scenes.  Let’s consider the study of Mandiant Security Company according to which several hundreds 



of terabytes of information were obtained by hackers in attacks sponsored by the Chinese Army 

(Mandiant 2013). In May 2013, the two states sent messages to each other via the media and accused 

each other of series of attacks, posing as victims (Global Times 2013). In Pentagon’s yearly report 

studying the Chinese military potential, China is clearly made responsible for the cyber attacks on the 

United States (Dod Report 2013). Nevertheless, in America more and more people think that the 

attacks destroy the creditability of the country, while foreign investors fear that intellectual properties 

owned by them would be acquired by hackers (Jones 2013). In response to the report of the 

Department of Defence, democratic Carl Levin and Jay Rockefeller and senators republican John 

McCain and Tom Coburn introduced  the “Deter Cyber Theft Act” intended to combat data thefts in a 

more stringent way by providing protection for businesses and their confidential data against foreign 

hackers and governments (Kerr 2013). 

CONCLUSION  

The principle of “the best defence is a good offence" is assigned to Napoleon, and naturally this can 

apply also to cyber attacks. More and more states recognise the necessity of this and establish their 

own military units specialised in cyber attacks similarly to China
11

. Fearing that their critical 

infrastructure would be attacked, India authorised the Defence Intelligence Agency and the National 

Technical Research Organisation to carry out not detailed attack operations if necessary (Muncaster 

2012). The Pentagon’s Cyber Command targets to set up 13 offensive teams by 2015 (Nakashima 

2013). The new teams will be established as part of extensive governmental efforts to protect the 

country against attacks that may affect for example the Wall Street or the electric grid. Naturally, 

Russia does not lag behind (as it has been indicated also by the DOS attacks against Estonia or the 

attacks made in the Russian-Georgian War one year later as a supplementation to the conventional 

war), but Iran is also of importance with its army of an estimated number of 4 to 5 thousand hackers 

which is presumably the 4
th

 greatest unit of that nature
12

 (Iran invested one billion dollars in its 

establishment which is reasonable after the destruction by Stuxnet). The cyber army of 3000 heads of 

North Korea is not negligible either, which can increase the risk if it is owned by a regime ready to 

make unpredictable and irrational decisions (Ponemon 2012). 

In this article, we tried to present the effect of cyber attacks on the economy. We hope that we have 

been able to confirm that cyber threats from the dramatically increasing number of attacks against 

critical infrastructures significantly affect the economy of states. The risk is increased by the fact that it 

is easier to attack critical infrastructures than to protect them. The costs of protection are high
13

, 

however, the legislators may not give proper priority to it due to budgetary restrictions. If we consider 

that the organisations under examination were exposed to some kind of cyber attack every three 

minute in 2012 (FireEye 2012) and that 94% of the attacked companies do not know that their systems 
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have been hacked (Pitchford 2012), the threat is further increasing. In our opinion, four major areas 

must be developed to be able to create successful cyber defence capabilities: 

 legislation, 

 proper budget, 

 expansion of education, 

 close cooperation with research workshops. 

The question is rhetorical: are we ready? 
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